Slack keeps growing like crazy with new ways of using the app besides team communications. We at Standuply did some research about that and composed a list of 1000 Slack communities.

It's fascinating to see the rise of Slack communities. Here are our findings:

- in 9 months the number of Slack communities grew by 2.5 times;
- the total number of their members is more than 1,000,000 people;
- Bootstrap chat grew from 3500 to 15000 members in less than a year.
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This list is brought to you by Standuply.com—The Slack bot for remote Agile teams that automatically runs stand up and retrospective meetings in Slack.

1. IT-Talks

Big Data

- [Watson Developer Community (WBC)](2908): IBM Watson developers
- [Data Discourse](1528): Talks about Big Data
- [DeveloperWorks Open (dW Open)](754): IBM developers within educational portal
- [Dataparis](323): Place for geeks of Big Data
- [R-Team for Data Analysis](130): Global chat for learning and exploring the R data analysis tool
- [Data Quest](n/a): Slack chat where data scientists from all over the world connect

Bots

- [Bot Developer Hangout](5000): Community of developers for Slack on Slack
- [Botmakers](3307): Bot fans who make and share online bots for Twitter, Slack, and other networks
- [Motion AI](1864): Chatbots community around Motion.ai
- [Mycroft AI](899): Open source voice assistant
- [Chattbots & AI Group](735): Bot & AI enthusiasts who help each other learn, build, and promote chatbots across various platforms
- [Botcamp](646): Botcamp Digital Conference
- [Botpress](374): Open-source ecosystem to create and manage bots
- [Recime Community](49): Slack community group to get development help and chat about bots
- [Morph.ai](29): Chatbot platform for enterprise out bots
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Clouds

- **Firebase** (6873): Cloud services provider and backend as a service company
- **Cloud Foundry** (5680): Open source platform for enterprise cloud applications
- **Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Community** (4336): Application hosting and analyzing data on Google’s infrastructure
- **Zeit.chat** (4215): Cloud deployment service and free global DNS
- **Chef Community Slack** (1887): Continuous automation platform and automated infrastructure for applications
- **Convex Public** (979): Public Slack-based community of Convex users
- **Calico Users** (973): Free and open source project to simplify, scale, and secure cloud networks
- **Og-aws** (969): Open Guide to Amazon Web Services
- **Platform.sh** (922): Continuous deployment cloud hosting solution for web applications
- **Cloud Native Computing Foundation** (896): A nonprofit organization of cloud native applications and computing, containers, microservices, central orchestration processing, and related projects
- **Linkerd** (741): Open source, scalable service mesh for cloud-native applications
- **RightScale** (673): User community of Right Scale cloud management system
- **OpenContrail** (483): Open-source network virtualization platform for the cloud
- **Rest Azured** (455): Discussion on all aspects of Microsoft Azure, ask questions and get answers
- **Cumulus Community** (396): Web-scale networking solution for enterprise clouds
- **Citus Public** (357): Database-as-a-service solution
- **CORD** (300): Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter which combines NFV, SDN, and the elasticity of commodity clouds
- **Syncano** (277): Development platform for building more, faster by leveraging existing backend code
- **Stackpoint.io** (206): Web-based interface for deployment of Kubernetes cluster
- **Fabric8** (143): Open source integrated development platform for Kubernetes
- **Cloudnode** (74): Data management system
- **DataCol** (4): Deployment platform to build, deploy and manage applications in the cloud

CMS

- **CraftCMS** (4300): Official Craft Slack group
- **Drupal** (2915): Everything about CMS Drupal and a bit more
- **Concrete5** (2420): Open source CMS called Concrete5
- **Sitecore CMS** (2044): Integrated .net CMS, commerce, and digital marketing platform
- **eComm Talk (Shopify)** (1300): Group of folks in love with Shopify and enjoy working with it
- **Visual Composer** (1176): WordPress page builder plugin
- **MODX** (1062): Learn about one more open source CMS, development and cloud hosting
- **AsgardCms** (782): Modular and multilingual CMS - supporters
- **Bolt** (704): Content management and Bolt tool
- **Perch Chat** (650): Advice on Perch and CMS for content-based websites in general
- **Pantheon Community** (587): Chat live about website management platform for Drupal and WordPress
● **Umbraco Community** (562): Open-source ASP .NET CMS
● **UK WP Community** (389): UK community of WordPress fans
● **Ninja Forms** (366): One more WordPress form builder and supporters
● **Schema** (360): API for custom online stores
● **Spina CMS** (208): Open source CMS for Rails developers and its supporters
● **LemonStand** (165): Group of e-commerce platform for online stores creation
● **AlchemyCMS** (129): Open source Rails CMS
● **WP Business Chat** (101): Chat about questions, resources, frameworks, tools, invoicing, clients, newsletters, taxes, help and more on WordPress
● **Magento Hackathon** (85): Official Magento Hackathon
● **WPLib** (74): Slack group to discuss local dev server for WordPress
● **Cosmic JS** (45): API-first CMS for building content-powered apps
● **Press Awesome** (9): WordPress community
● **Brix Builder** (5): Wordpress page building with Brix
● **WordPress.org** (n/a): Community for the teams of people who contribute to the WordPress open source project

**Continuous delivery platform**

- **Spinnaker** (2126): Open source, multi-cloud continuous delivery platform for releasing software changes with high velocity and confidence called Spinnaker
- **Bitrise** (1023): Mobile continuous integration and delivery system

**Data Analysis**

- **Open Data Community** (3150): Slack-based community of data scientists
- **Kumunity** (770): Data visualization platform
- **Grakn Community** (114): Slack group focused on distributed knowledge base
- **Data Science Community** (n/a): Chat for data practitioners and place to connect with data scientist from all over the world

**Databases & Administration**

- **Kubernetes** (16000): Open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications
- **MacAdmins** (10314): Place where many of OS X Admins belong
- **RethinkDB** (5001): Open source, NoSQL, distributed document-oriented
- **Neo4j** (4442): Collection of channels for Neo4j users with different levels of experience
- **WinAdmins** (3057): Worldwide chat of Global Windows Admins collaboration
- **DevOps** (2800): Fast growing Slack community dedicated to chatting and learning about DevOps
- **Puppet Community** (2476): Open-source software configuration management tool and it implementation
- **Concourse** (2169): Place to get to know pipeline-based CI system written in Go
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● **SQL Server Community** (2070): SQL Server professionals engaged with PowerShell community
● **Graphcool** (1381): Backend platform combining GraphQL+ AWS Lambda
● **MemSQL** (1117): SQL database management system
● **DevOpsLinks** (1035): Where "software DEVelopment" meets "information technology OPerationS"
● **Postgres** (990): Object-relational database management system (ORDBMS) and PostgreSQL
● **Confluent Community** (827): Apache Kafka technology and its ecosystem
● **Mesos** (824): Crowd who knows deployment is easy with Mesos
● **ArangoDB** (812): Multi-model NoSQL database by ArangoDB
● **OSQuery** (706): SQL powered operating system instrumentation, monitoring, and analytics
● **Fluent** (641): Open-source data collector for unified logging layer and the ways of implementing it
● **MySQL** (540): Open-source relational database management system (RDBMS)
● **CrateDB Community** (503): SQL database
● **Project Hydra** (427): Repository solution
● **MySQL Community** (420): MySQL experts
● **EasyEngine** (325): EasyEngine team who knows the easy way to manage nginx which differs from Apache
● **Midonet** (267): Open-source network virtualization for OpenStack
● **IBM Cloud Technology** (262): Discussions about end-to-end enterprise solution for Apache Spark
● **Portainer** (253): Chat about Portainer and its way to manage Docker hosts or Swarm cluster
● **VoltDB** (233): Only in-memory transactional database for modern applications
● **Kontena** (205): Container & micro services platform
● **Server Density** (183): Folks who knows how to monitor servers right
● **Pachyderm** (173): Tool for storing and analyzing your data using containers
● **Cassandra** (89): Tech talk of guys who knows how to manage loads of data with Cassandra
● **Red Hat Linux Admins** (87): System admin gang
● **Perforce Community** (73): Version control system
● **OpenShift** (72): Container-based software deployment and management software
● **Data Mountaineers** (62): Streaming architectures and components with a focus on Apache Kafka and Confluent
● **Anchore Community** (11): Group of people who deploys containers with confidence using Anchore

GIS

● **GIS Devs Slack** (2008): GIS developers talking about GIS and everything relevant
● **Signal K** (233): Open source universal marine data exchange
● **DataONE** (82): Data Observation Network for Earth - search and discovery of Earth and environmental data
● **The Spatial Community** (n/a): Community of geospatial enthusiasts, developers, GIS professionals, students, and hobbyists
ML/DL/AI

- **Deep Learning on Udacity** (5530): Deep Learning community on Udacity
- **AI Researchers** (786): Artificial Intelligence Researchers Slack chat
- **AI Meetup Series** (595): Various offline AI meetups
- **Machine Learning Group** (509): Machine learning experts community on Slack
- **ML-AI** (154): Professionals and experts from the field of ML and AI
- **Broid Community** (9): Open source project connecting your app to multiple messaging channels with the W3C Open standard
- **AudioML** (n/a): Processing audio and teaching machines to understand it
- **Data scientist/spark ml group** (n/a): Discussions on data science and machine learning by Apache Spark, Python Scikit-Learn, Scala Breeze, R or any other topics on big data domain
- **Data Scientists** (n/a): Data scientists, data warehousers, and BI-related things

Security

- **OWASP** (2183): Open Web Application Security Project
- **DFIR Community** (1700): Security folks interested in Digital Forensics & Incident Response
- **Binary Ninja** (1157): Reverse engineering platform
- **SAFE Network** (777): Secure data storage and communication platform to suit needs of those who care
- **SecurityHQ** (210): Security professionals and newbies
- **FreeTrust** (64): Group of folks who collaborate to make cyberspace safe for everyone
- **CentralSec** (51): Community of guys who knows everything about information security
- **Infosec Community** (n/a): Another one cybersec chat
- **Penetration Testers** (n/a): Group of pen testers and hackers

Tech Documentation

- **Write The Docs** (1754): Collection of conference series and local meetups focused on software documentations
- **GitBook** (1059): Simple solution to documentation, digital writing and publishing

Testing and QA

- **Testers Chat** (3610): Chat for software testing professionals
- **Appricode-qa-testing** (14): Seeking for a professional QA feedback? This is the right place
- **#Testing** (n/a): Chanel made of all the things about quality assurance and testing stuff
Miscellaneous

- **Scotch.io** (5496): Large Slack-based community around small crew of designers and developers who works on various projects in the fields of content distribution and consumption
- **SynereoNet** (2667): Place for people looking for a solution to monetize content
- **Network to Code** (2350): Developers of all fields and knowledge levels
- **PeopleGeeks** (2000): Place for geek people with gadgets - new trends, the best articles, new connections
- **HackClub** (1692): Community that works with high schoolers to start after-school coding clubs around US
- **Stamplay** (1601): Advanced platform to build with APIs
- **Hacker Hours** (516): Place to seek for free office hours for programming help - any programming language, all skill levels
- **IT Crowd** (358): Community of IT Professionals who help each other solve problems and share proven technologies
- **Open Minded Innovations** (223): Collaborative network of entrepreneurs, developers, and makers
- **Microsoft Developer Chat** (107): Developers who use Microsoft in their practices
- **Automation Tools Bootcamp** (66): Development tools that enable automation of software projects
- **Selfhosted** (52): Everything about self hosted web apps and related technologies
- **Illumos** (24): Open source fork of the Solaris operating system
- **BrainXchange (Enterprise Emerging Technology Community)** (n/a): Community for like-minded professionals to share practical knowledge, ideas and practices
- **Ansible Network** (n/a): Cross-company SMB communications
- **LGBTQ in Technology** (n/a): Space for LGBTQ people in technology to chat and support each other
- **Microsoft Dev Chat** (n/a): Slack chat for developers who works with Microsoft technologies

2. Product Talks

Design, UI/UX

- **Team Sketch** (5000): Community for Sketch designers
- **UX Mastery** (2552): Community of UX Mastery educational service for designers and UX-people
- **UX Design Community** (1500): Community for UI/UX designers from all over the globe
- **Animation at Work** (1460): Place where web animation and UI animation folks meet
- **Grommet** (1209): Slack-based community of Grommet - advanced UX framework for enterprise applications
- **Org Designers** (1034): Organizational design
- **UX SP** (911): UI/UX inspired community
- **UXGuide** (839): Slack group for people interested in UX, product design, and the general art and science
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- **Get Started in UX Design** (732): Place to discuss everything beginner UX designers need
- **Content + UX Slack** (631): A group for experts in the UX of content
- **Design Talks** (n/a): Channel with talks on UI/UX Design, Web Design, Illustrations, freelance, critique and feedbacks
- **Designer Hangout** (n/a): Place where UX designers and researchers from around the globe hangout
- **MotionDesign** (n/a): Community of designers, animators, illustrators, and all types of digital artists
- **Junior UX Community** (575): Group where junior UX designers might get hired
- **MODO User Group** (478): Place for MODO (3D-modeling software) user group
- **AIGA Upstate NY** (475): Community of AIGA - the professional association for design
- **Revision Path** (339): Black graphic designers and developers from all over the world connected in this community
- **TouchDesigner** (211): Developers and artists from around the world having casual talks
- **Designers Unite Slack community** (203): Place for graphic designers to share, inspire and vent
- **Open Design** (160): Slack channel of non-profit organization to improve the design industry
- **Everything Design** (138): A friendly group of people with a common passion for design
- **Designer Talk** (134): Place for designers to chat about industry and trends
- **Design Stuff** (112): Another group for designers to discuss their inspo and stuff
- **Anchor Designs (Art & Design)** (34): Chat for artists, web designers, tattoo artists, layout designers and other creative professionals discuss their common passion
- **Skillthrive** (9): Photoshop and digital image processing group

**Ecommerce**

- **Spree Commerce** (1435): Spree community - complete open source ecommerce solution for Ruby on Rails
- **Moltin hub** (1263): Slack hub for learning, discussing, sharing and contributing to each others projects
- **Solidus** (1020): Open-source ecommerce application and its supporters
- **Marketplace Academy** (50): Place to learn, share and discover with everything about ecommerce and online marketplaces
- **E-Commerce Slack Chat** (n/a): Community founded by TJ Mapes - blogger who tells about his experiments with online store of RIPT Apparel where he works
- **eCommerce Lounge** (n/a): Casual talks about online stores and internet marketing
- **Proven ECommerce** (n/a): Slack-based community for entrepreneurs and marketers from growing e-commerce stores

**GameDev**

- **The Unity Developers Group** (2163): Place where Unity games developers gather to recount their adventures in the wild
- **Indie Game Developers** (235): Independent game developers group
Bet With Confidence (166): Talk about games with those who makes it
Project Lucky Luciano Slack Group (56): Channel of the blog where author tells how he writes his own video-game

Games

- **PokemonGo-Bot** (13000): Slack bot that announces nearby pokemon to channel(s)
- **Screeps** (3595): Channel of Screeps - MMO strategy sandbox game
- **#Gaming** (2900): Slack community for gamers to chat and play video games...and watch cat GIFs
- **Stimhack** (1670): A Community for Netrunner Players (unofficial fan site of the Android: Netrunner game)
- **FirstBlood** (1662): eSport platform place
- **Ace3mod** (1176): The realism mod for Arma 3
- **RPG Talk** (1136): All your favourite role-playing games discussions in one place
- **X-Wing Games (XWingTMG)** (533): Place to chat about list building, battle reports, the latest announcements and everything else related to tiny plastic spaceships
- **Magic The Gathering (#MTG)** (21): Place to discuss everything about game Magic: The Gathering
- **Megga Minecrafters** (9): Community of Megga Minecrafters - Minecraft game on LBSG servers
- **DIM** (n/a): Place to meet with other Guardians, stay updated and to reach out to the creators of Destiny Item Manager 24/7
- **Esports Professional Network** (n/a): Cybersport community for newbies and professionals
- **North Side Trainers** (n/a): Guys who use slack to chat together and send notifications to your phone when rare pokemon spawn nearby
Slack

- **Learn Slack** (600): Place where people learn about Slack and share cool tips and tricks
- **Lighthouse (Slack Admins)** (213): The first Slack admins community
- **Profit Society** (132): Social club for people who wants to create paid Slack community and start making money of it
- **Modtalk** (n/a): Slack chat moderators and community managers talk about growth and enrichment of Slack communities
- **ModTalk** (n/a): Another group for people who run or mod Slack communities

Startups and Product Development

- **Spec Network** (8329): Global community of developers and designers
- **Launch** (8300): Populous Slack group of entrepreneurs, designers and makers
- **Startup Study Group** (7838): Large enough community for founders, startupers and investors
- **MindTheProduct** (7300): International product community
- **Product School** (6527): Product Management courses in San Francisco, Silicon Valley, and New York
- **Product Manager HQ** (3200): Large community focused on product creation and development. Paid access $25 one time entry fee
- **TechMasters** (2882): Community for project founders and tech professionals. Place to get an advice on programming and find answers to business questions
- **Amateurpreneur** (1715): Place where for entrepreneurs beginners can discuss progress and strategy
- **Trello Community on Slack** (1709): Official chat of Trello task tracker
- **CreativeTribes** (1000): Startup people to share and discuss tribe-building strategies, experiences and resources. Paid access - $25 one time entry fee
- **Directed Discovery** (414): Slack group of Directed Discovery (DD) - product development technique
- **Digital Artisans** (320): Community with numerous focus points: programmers, designers, managers and entrepreneurs discussing everything on creation and development of digital products
- **#Agile** (318): Chat community for talking about all things agile: from software engineering to scrum mastering, methodologies, culture, process and anything else
- **Digital Project Managers** (280): Slack chat for digital project managers
- **CollabHub** (266): Another cozy community of professionals from different fields of startup industry
- **PMA LA Slack Community** (245): Place to engage with Product Managers from the LA and Southern California area
- **Agendashift** (241): Place where Lean, Agile and Kanban method experts hang out
- **Startup Resources** (230): Curated lists of the best startup tools and the startup community
- **MattKremer.com** (222): Discussion on programming, building Minimum Viable Products, and business strategies
- **The Hustle** (187): The community behind thehustle.co to discuss entrepreneurship, tech, business ventures, music, etc.
- **Business Analyst** (156): Community of business analysts from all around the world with 6 public channels
- **The HQ** (97): Discussions focused on education and consulting for startups
- **StartupLancing** (65): All inclusive community focused on startups: launch, development and ways to meet partners
- **Go Global Go Big** (50): Place for people from all over the world who is interested in international business and global expansion
- **Project 1440** (49): Small group to talk about productivity and personal development
- **Power BI User Community** (38): BI experts united
- **Pineapple Formula** (3): Place to look for digital tips to help business grow
- **#Productmanagers** (n/a): Place to talk about all the things relevant to product management
- **#Smallbiz** (n/a): Talks focused on small and medium businesses development
- **Business China** (n/a): Channel for Chinese interested in doing business in States and Americans interested in doing business in China
- **Crowdfund Research** (n/a): Investors and startup founders discuss everything about equity crowdfunding
- **Founded X** (n/a): Global community of startup founders
- **ProductHunt Global** (n/a): Community where general meetings get arranged and everything about Product Hunt launch gets discussed
- **SaaS Alliance** (n/a): Community for SaaS founders & professionals
- **SaaS Founders** (n/a): SaaS owners group on Slack
- **Startup Foundation** (n/a): One of the most advanced startup communities. Paid access - $29 one time entry fee
- **Support Driven** (n/a): Community for SaaS support professionals
- **TechStartupFounders** (n/a): Place for startup founders and co-founders to discuss their interests
- **TechyBytes** (n/a): Slack group where developers, designers and students discuss tech and growth of the industry
- **Uplabs** (n/a): Web and mobile professionals talk about design, development and share feedback

**Miscellaneous**

- **Sideproject** (1194): Place to find collaborators or join side projects
- **Tech2025** (n/a): Community focused on technologies that will impact our world in the next 10 years including AI, Machine Learning, VR/AR/MR, Driverless Vehicles, Robot Automation, 3D Printing etc.
- **Tribe of Angels** (n/a): Place where Jewish entrepreneurs, investors and students chat about things
3. Programming Talks

Frontend

- **Bootstrap** (13767): Official Slack group of Bootstrap framework
- **Udacity Front-End Nanodegree Program** (5015): Udacity front-end nanodegree program talks
- **FEDs** (3700): Top-notch frontend developers on Slack
- **Front-end Developers** (473): Frontend-related community
- **Video.js** (330): Community of open source library for working with video on the web, video player
- **Mr Frontend** (249): Slack spot for frontend developers
- **Picturefill** (23): Talk of Picturefill - client side solution for adaptive images
- **Frontend Developers** (n/a): Front-end scene for developers from all over the globe

iOS Stack

- **iOS Developers HQ** (11017): Community for iOS developers
- **Vapor** (3000): Community of Vapor - web framework for Swift
- **Swift-lang** (2653): Programming language community
- **PerfectSwift** (2287): Swift language scene on Slack
- **iOS Stack Friends** (818): Community of hundreds of app entrepreneurs, developers, investors, makers
- **Zewo** (789): Place for those who is looking for open source libraries in Swift for modern server software
- **Swift Slack Community** (630): One more Slack group in the name of Swift
- **Cocoa Devs** (204): Slack community for Mac developers
- **Swift-arm** (110): Swift for ARM-based systems such as Raspberry Pi and BeagleBone
- **Open Swift** (n/a): Another community for those who fluent in Swift
- **Swift Noobs** (n/a): Place where beginners can find helpful tips on Swift language
- **tvOS Developers** (n/a): Community for developers working on Apple TV apps using UIKit and TVML/TVJS

Go

- **Gophers** (15900): Group to discuss Go language
- **OpenEBS** (266): GoLang storage platform discussions
- **Go** (171): Go-related community
- **Gophers Community** (n/a): Gophers clan e-meeting spot

JavaScript

- **Socket.io** (15770): JavaScript library for real-time web applications
- **EmberJS** (9433): Place to discuss open-source JavaScript web framework, based on MVVM pattern
- **Polymer** (7092): Lightweight library to get full advantage of Web Components
- **BabeJS** (6356): Slack team on compiler for writing next generation JavaScript community
- **Meteor Chef** (3401): JavaScript web framework
- **Vulcan (Telescope)** (2137): Open-source app platform built with React and powered by Meteor
- **Vueslack (VueJS)** (1717): MVVM for building interactive interfaces
- **AngularAttack** (1171): Community of 48-hour hackathon featuring Angular
- **AngularBeers** (995): AngularJS & Web Technologies event, 1840 meetup members
- **BoroJS** (707): Place for those who interested in conferences for the JavaScript community
- **ReactJS** (702): Slack channel translating ReactJS news
- **JS-data** (652): Place to talk about framework-agnostic, datastore-agnostic JavaScript ORM
- **Metalsmith** (620): JavaScript static site generator discussions
- **PouchDB** (574): Open-source JavaScript database inspired by Apache CouchDB community
- **Strapi** (497): Next generation framework for Node.js
- **Monax Library (The Marmot Den)** (483): Slack chat on Monax library of a macro to create optimizing Monads and their syntactic sugar
- **NodeJS** (407): NodeJS-related community
- **EdgeJS** (345): Edge.js community
- **Reindex** (234): Reindex Slack team of software engineers focused on GraphQL
- **Lerna** (229): Tool for managing JavaScript projects with multiple packages
- **AngularCamp** (218): Series of Angular discussion events around the world launched in Barcelona
- **Node Knockout** (215): the world's biggest Node.js programming competition
- **Blaze.js** (169): Library for creating UI by writing reactive HTML templates
- **FountainJS** (169): Yeoman generator tool
- **CrocodileJS** (145): An application framework for rapid iteration of a minimal viable product
- **ActionheroJS** (139): Multi-transport Node.JS API Server
- **allThings.JS** (45): Place with all the things about JavaScript
- **Angular Buddies** (n/a): Community based around AngularJS
- **Node.js** (n/a): Talks, discussions, tips shares and more on Node.js - runtime environment for server-side Web applications

**Kotlin**

- **Kotlin** (6900): Programming language for the JVM, Android and the browser
- **Kotlinlang** (6529): Group talks focused on Kotlin programming language

**Mobile Development**

- **Ionic Worldwide** (12500): Official Slack group to join and become a "part" of Ionic (HTML5 Hybrid Mobile App Framework)
● Expo Developers (2900): Online meet-up spot for mobile development discussions
● Fuse Community (2055): Platform for mobile development
● Cordova (1720): Mobile application development framework
● TiSlack (1500): Talk about open-source framework for creation of native mobile apps on iOS, Android and Windows from a single JavaScript codebase
● HockeyCamp (1185): Another mobile development platform oriented talk
● Realm (1128): Mobile first platform and database talks. The chat is mainly for Japanese developers
● Habitat Community Slack (914): Cloud native mobile app development platform and its supporters
● IBM MobileFirst Foundation (559): Chat to talk about IBM MobileFirst Platform, ask questions, get help, share ideas
● Buddybuild (467): Discussions on continuous integration, continuous deployment, and user feedback platform for iOS and Android development teams
● Mobile App Monetization (126): This chat is quite attractive for developers, marketers and monetization experts
● Mobile Creatives (n/a): Mobile development and marketing discussions
● XDA Developers (n/a): Discussion, troubleshooting and development for Android, Windows Phone, WebOS, Ubuntu Touch, Firefox OS and Tizen phones

PHP

● Laravel (16710): PHP framework community
● Pods (1274): Channel to stay tuned with open-source, GPLv2+ licensed PHP project
● PHP Chat (1043): Community of PHP programmers from around the world
● PHPug (523): Another one PHP chat
● PHP (278): PHP-related community
● Phing (20): PHP project build system or build tool based on Apache Ant
● PHP User Group (PHP UG) (n/a): Global scene of PHP programmers and field highlights

Python

● Python Developers (5600): Chat to be at if you are Python developer
● Python Community (2000): Python language community
● Pinax Project (577): Place to discuss open-source platform built on the Django web framework
● Python (343): Python-related community
● Django Developers (n/a): Python based web framework

Ruby, RoR

● Ruby on Rails Link (5461): Ruby on Rails developers from all over the world
● Ruby Developers (3081): Ruby & RoR Slack group
● Sinatra & Friends (750): Slack community for Sinatra framework
● Ruby (233): Ruby-related community
- **Bundler** (214): Place to get tips on Bundler which provides environment for Ruby projects
- **Ruby Rampage** (189): RoR Community with buzz around online hackathon
- **Rails Girls To** (133): Volunteer-led community where everyone, regardless of gender, can improve their coding skills and network with others
- **Cos hx Labs** (77): RoR school Slack group

**Erlang**

- **Elixir** (14300): Large community of Elixir-lang fans to keep in touch
- **Erlang** (1572): Erlang programming language
- **Elixir for Rubyists** (9): Elixir community for Ruby and Rails developers who are starting with Elixir or already using it

**.Net**

- **Nancy** (721): Discussions on Nancy - framework for building HTTP based services on .Net and Mono
- **Polly** (78): Polly community - A .Net resilience and transient-fault-handling library

**Android**

- **Android Chat** (4737): Place for conversation between developers, idealists, entrepreneurs and geeks
- **Android United** (4600): Community of professional Android developers
- **Android App Makers** (n/a): Free community for android developers
- **HashtagAndroid** (n/a): Chat with other developers and stay up to date with Android

**C++**

- **Cpplang** (1400): Community of C++ fans

**Java**

- **Ratpack** (513): Set of Java libraries for building modern HTTP applications and supporters
- **Scala chat** (n/a) Chat about Scala language and its implementing
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Miscellaneous

- **Atom** (12625): Text editor for the 21st Century
- **Clojure** (9800): Community of those who are fluent in Clojure or thinking to start learning
- **Code Newbie** (9500): Crowd of beginners in programming - right place to seek an advice, get a feedback, have a friendly chat etc.
- **Elm** (8400): Talks about Elm (programming language that complies to JavaScript)
- **Functional programming (FPChat)** (5600): Place where functional programming gurus
- **Devchat** (5210): Another chat for developers
- **DC/OS** (4600): One of the ways to become a part of DC/OS(open source enterprise platform to easily build and run apps in production) community
- **Chromiumdev** (4190): Community of developers who is into Chromium
- **CodeBuddies** (3388): 1400+ code learners who help each other through conversations on Slack
- **Slashrocket** (3300): Slack group for developers of all backgrounds
- **Grails** (2850): Web application framework
- **CFML** (2000): Chat live about ColdFusion Markup Language for web pages
- **APIs You Won't Hate** (1700): Discussions on everything about various APIs development and support
- **Dist-sys** (1700): Discussions on distributed systems and computing
- **OperationCode** (1613): Military community for veterans to learn software development, enter the tech industry, and code the future through open source
- **Codingblocks.net** (1178): Channel with updates from web site and podcasts about programming
- **Neos** (1122): Content management platform
- **#Developers** (814): The global developers community on Slack
- **Offline First** (641): Place to discuss offline web related technologies
- **USENIX LISA (Unofficial)** (546): Unofficial USENIX Association and LISA community where systems engineering and operations professionals still share real-world knowledge
- **Parse Open Source** (499): Open source parse server
- **Mitmproxy** (483): Supporters of console program that allows traffic flows to be intercepted, inspected, modified and replayed
- **JuniorDevs** (477): Chat for Junior developers to get a professional advice from colleagues and even find a job
- **Outlyer Support** (342): Cloud-scale monitoring for microservices
- **TypeScript #PDX** (298): TypeScript community and events series updates
- **Maki's Makers** (289): Web framework community
- **JrDevMentoring** (268): Junior developers territory
- **Racket** (224): Multi-paradigm programming language in the Lisp-Scheme family
- **Struct** (196): Community of freelancers, contractors, consultants and educators
- **A Zurb's Foundation** (191): Community founded by Alex Zerbach - place to receive professional advice on programming and even more
- **Facebook Developers** (174): Slack team of Facebook Developers
- **FlyElephant.Net** (167): Chat for data scientists, engineers and researchers who use FlyElaphant for their needs
- **Grey Fedora** (167): Hustlers, hackers, and hipsters aiming to connect and reach their ultimate goals
- **Hacking.law** (157): A community dedicated to Hacking.law with technology and ingenuity, increasing access to justice and scaling law
- **Chameleon** (141): Platform for user onboarding and website tours
- **Let's go Serverless!** (114): Talks about all things serverless, channels for all frameworks and cloud providers
- **Yo Developers Community** (111): Place to discuss Yo API, integrations, features and more
- **Dev Of Future** (81): Group of developers and designers
- **Anvil Research** (38): Open source identity and access hub
- **Bend Hackers** (32): Software development enthusiasts unit
- **Full Stack Developers United** (n/a): mentor Slack group
- **GlobalHack VI** (n/a): Ask questions, interact with other participants, and get the latest GlobalHack announcements
- **Live Coding** (n/a): Twitch for programming
- **SAP** (n/a): Group of experts, consultants, developers, and students using SAP

### 4. Hardware Talks

#### Hardware

- **Hwstartup** (806): Community dedicated to helping the growth of hardware startups
- **Hardware Theory** (115): Place to discuss the latest in IoT, robotics, 3D printing, and hardware area
- **Nameless Rom** (94): After-market firmwares for Android devices

#### Internet of Things

- **IoT Geeks** (2137): Group for people interested in the design and construction of Internet of Things (IoT) electronics devices
- **Athom** (1908): Smart home system
- **Tingbot** (121): App platform for the Raspberry Pi
- **IoT Platform** (63): Internet of Things Platform on Slack
- **Internet of Things** (n/a): IoT-community on Slack
- **OpenSensors** (n/a): Slack-based IoT community for makers and data explorers

#### Self-driving cars

- **ND013 on Udacity** (8933): Community dedicated to building open-source self-driving cars based on Udacity online platform
- **Self-Driving Car Nanodegree on Udacity** (4739): Slack group of Udacity self-driving nanodegree program

#### Smart Watches & Gadgets
• **Vector Dev** (400): Slack team of Vector Smart Watch developers
• **Commercial Drones** (349): Business on drones: regulations, aerial media, news, surveying, inspection, real estate, construction, mining, etc.
• **UAVs @ Berkley** (298): Community of students dedicated towards providing a central resource hub for all things related to unmanned aerial vehicles within UC Berkeley
• **DroneHome** (138): Drone enthusiast Slack group of Dronehome.io
• **Electronics For All** (126): Place for discussions and talks focused on gadgets and electronic devices
• **ASCAR** (9): Trucking software and courier management system
• **FPVChat** (n/a): Slack Chat for first-person view Racing Pilots - place to discuss anything relevant from FPV in general to building DIY quadcopters

### VR

• **A-Frame** (3546): Open-source framework for creating WebVR experiences with HTML
• **WebVR** (2403): Javascript API that provides access to VR devices (Oculus Rift or Google Cardboard)
• **Udacity VR Community** (1984): Udacity community learning about Virtual Reality online
• **HoloDevelopers** (733): Slack space for HoloLens developers
• **VR Theory** (567): Group discussing the latest in Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
• **VRsites** (211): Community for VR and Janus VR related discussions
• **ChatVR** (53): Slack chat focused on Virtual Reality
• **VR Creators Network** (n/a): Place for people involved in creating content for VR/AR
• **VR Folks** (n/a): Slack group for folks from around the globe working on virtual reality

### 5. Finance and Marketing Talks

#### Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain

• **21.co** (6700): Bitcoin service for programmers
• **LBRY** (4200): Decentralized, free, open, and community-run digital marketplace for content
• **OpenBazaar** (3810): Slack Team of decentralized network for peer to peer commerce online
• **Colony Community** (3600): Decentralized platform for creating new kinds of startups, governed on the blockchain
• **Bittrex** (3500): Bittrex talks on digital currency exchange
• **Wavesplatform** (3308): Blockchain token project
• **Ether Camp** (3300): Etherium virtual hackathon community on Slack
• **Blockstack** (2708): Decentralized DNS for blockchain applications
• **Bitcoincore.org** (2700): Group of people who is interested in constructive talks on open source Bitcoin client software
● **SuperNET** (2606): Association of open source development of decentralized technologies and applications
● **Sia** (2020): Decentralized private cloud storage on the blockchain
● **Expanse** (1987): Fault tolerant cloud computer built on blockchain technology that facilitates censorship resistant applications
● **Tendermint & Cosmos** (1970): Another blockchain solution community on Slack
● **Dash Slack** (1900): Open sourced, privacy-centric digital currency with instant transactions
● **Bitnation** (1712): Community of Ethereum based Bitnation - world's first operational Decentralized Borderless Voluntary Nation, a Blockchain Powered Jurisdiction
● **NXT Chat** (1497): Blockchain application platform
● **Syscoin** (1460): One more Slack-based community around crypto-currency Syscoin
● **Shadow Project** (1401): Digital currency platform (project works are on hold currently)
● **Gnosis** (1340): Large community of Gnosis blockchain platform to share tips and exchange opinions
● **Status** (1337): Place for people who use browser, messenger, and gateway to a decentralized world
● **Byteball** (1274): Discussions on crypto-currency solutions for P2P payments, insurance etc.
● **ZCoin** (874): ZCoin currency
● **Colored Coins&Colu** (827): Users sharing tips on using framework for digital currencies
● **Micro** (800): Community of ecosystem which provides the fundamental building blocks for developing and managing distributed systems
● **ShapeShift Community** (748): Bitcoin asset exchange to discuss everything relevant
● **Pinkcoin** (714): Pinkcoin crypto-currency supporters community on Slack
● **Poloniex Lending Bot Service** (599): Slack community of Poloniex lending bot service based on digital currencies
● **Plutus.it** (578): Users of Plutus crypto-currency payment solution connected on Slack
● **Melonport AG** (567): Blockchain software for asset management built on the Ethereum
● **BitShares** (530): Place to chat about cryptocurrency exchange and banking on a blockchain in general
● **Project Radium (Radon)** (530): Blockchain project and platform dedicated to creating systems for businesses and consumers
● **Particl** (509): Open source, decentralized privacy platform built for global P2P and B2P eCommerce
● **SingularDTV** (447): Blockchain entertainment studio
● **I/O Digital Foundation** (410): Decentralized blockchain ecosystem
● **Darcrus** (404): Blockchain solution for exchange trading
● **RChain** (401): Blockchain platform for smart contracts
● **PascalCoin** (355): Slack-based community focused on cryptocurrency PascalCoin
● **Airbitz** (353): Place for people interested in security platform for blockchain apps
● **Ledger Dev** (332): Security solutions for crypto-currencies and blockchains
● **BreakoutCoin** (326): Chat on Slack dedicated to global payment system and cryptocurrency Breakout Coin
● **SolarCoin Group** (297): Group of folks running SolarCoin community with talks about global rewards program for solar electricity generation
● **BlockchainWorks** (188): A group to discuss everything Blockchain, Bitcoin and how it's impacting the world
● **BitGoDevs** (170): Discussions on blockchain solutions and other relevant topics
● **Allcoin** (134): Nasdaq of global blockchain assets
• **CoinDash** (105): Place to meet with other users of operating system for crypto assets, be updates on the newest releases and connect with core team

• **DMD Diamond Community** (86): Fast, secure and decentralized open source digital currency

• **Betcoin** (83): Place for discussions on Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin gambling and betting

• **Anycoin Direct** (63): Online community for those who wants to learn more about Anycoin Direct, the cryptocurrencies listed on the website and the team behind it

• **Bitcoin Classic** (n/a): Slack space of Bitcoinclassic.com website community

• **Crypto Community** (n/a): Community of investors, traders, developers, and all other walks of crypto

• **parDVO** (n/a): Blockchain for hedge funds

• **Stori** (n/a): Global community of developers, farmers and enthusiasts using decentralized cloud storage from Storj.io

---

**Exchange trading**

• **Global Trading Community** (10): Traders unit Slack-based community

• **Baking Cookies** (n/a): Community of traders market движения рынка, computer algorithms and high frequency trading. Paid access - $59.99/month

• **Investing with Creatives** (n/a): Place to seek for investing advice and trade knowledges. Paid access - $10.00/month

• **Market Profile Trading Academy** (n/a): Another Slack-based community for traders

---

**FinTech and Finance**

• **Stellar** (2800): Community of Stellar.org which connects people to low-cost financial services to fight poverty and develop individual potential

• **Numerai** (2308): Community of a hedge fund built by a network of data scientists

• **Monzo Developers** (2160): Place to chat with Monzo (mobile bank) engineers and fellow developers

• **Gulden** (2119): Software for sending money, wiring it, paying at Gulden or Bitcoin merchants

• **Finechfolk** (804): Group for FinTech professionals to share ideas, advice and to make connections

• **Payslack** (464): African microtransaction payment system

• **Finances (Hexwik)** (404): Slack chat to discuss different financial aspects

• **#Genmab** (27): Biotech company Genmab shareholders group

• **Enrich** (4): Collaborative effort to shape and develop the bank we all want to see created

• **#Investing** (n/a): Slack group of US & Canadian stock investors. Paid access - $9/month

• **VC Club** (n/a): Venture capital community of VC's, angels, advisors, and founders on Slack
Online Marketing

- **Ghost** (8000): Publishing platform for professional bloggers
- **Keen IO** (1733): APIs for capturing, analyzing, and embedding event data
- **Growmance** (1542): Talks about marketing, growth, demand generation and startups with growth marketers
- **Affiliate Marketers Chat** (1450): Affiliate marketing, CPA, mobile offers etc.
- **Inbound.org** (1423): Community of inbound marketers sharing the best new ideas, events, jobs and more
- **Growth Talks** (1142): Place to get your growth questions answered real-time
- **SumoMe** (1003): Website traffic tool
- **CROtricks** (801): Conversion rate optimization experts community on Slack
- **Programmatic Marketing** (424): Discussions about marketing based on Programmatics
- **Vero** (264): Event driven email platform supporters on Slack
- **WebMasters** (178): Webmasters clan on Slack
- **Agency Camp** (77): Place for people who work at marketing agencies to stay in touch and share experience
- **Affiliate Marketing Slackers** (31): Affiliate Marketing gurus slack chat
- **SLC HubSpot User Group** (27): HubSpot user group is the best way to talk to other SLCHUG attendees
- **The Modern Coin** (22): Personal finances and new technologies to manage, invest and pay
- **Affiliate Awesome** (18): Place for marketers to connect with other marketers and share tips on business growth
- **#Backlinks** (n/a): Community of website owners, bloggers, industry leaders from around the world
- **Buffer** (n/a): Global community for social media and place to improve skills at social media by learning from one another
- **Conversion World** (n/a): Conversion optimizers and data driven marketing geeks
- **Customer Retention and Happiness** (n/a): Community of people who want to retain users, and talk about product changes, and marketing techniques
- **Ghost Influence** (n/a): Community of entrepreneurs and marketers to develop an engaged audience, drive new traffic, or acquire premium clients. Paid access - $97.00/month
- **Online Geniuses** (n/a): Internet marketing community
- **SocialPro** (n/a): Community of social media professionals who share stories, experiences and knowledge
- **Wolf Pack Live** (n/a): Chat founded by Brian Rabben (ex-Googler) on growth marketing, analytics, & much more. Paid access - $1/day
- **TrackLeft** (n/a): Community for sales professionals and job openings

6. Local Talks

Africa

- **ZA Tech** (2232): South African tech community
- **WordPress South Africa** (334): WordPress community and a place to find a meetup within South Africa
- **AWS User Group South Africa** (308): South African division of Amazon Web Services users
- **Startup In Algeria** (n/a): Startup community of Algeria for entrepreneurs with different level of experience, corporate developers, freelancers and tech fans

### Asia

- **Focus Asia** (n/a): Slack group of professionals from the tech and startup scene in Asia. Paid access - $49 one time entry fee

### Australia

- **View Source** (1525): Slack hangout for developers from Australia and New Zealand
- **DEVANZ (Developers of AU & NZ + friends)** (1519): Australian and New Zealand developers
- **Ruby Australia** (595): Australian Ruby group on Slack
- **Fende.rs** (475): Place for frontend developers from Western Australia
- **WP Australia** (425): Australian WordPress community
- **Australia VR** (226): Network for VR developers and industry professionals, meetups and events
- **PerthStartup** (173): Slack group for the Perth startup scene
- **Designer Locals** (138): Slack community for Australian digital designers and developers
- **Melbourne Cyber Security** (49): Place for Melbourne Cyber Security Community to collaborate, discuss and share
- **Tech Ballarat (Techrat)** (49): Tech community for Ballarat (Australia) locals
- **Sydney tech community** (8): Sidney developers
- **Transhumanism Australia** (n/a): Place for all about transhumanism, biotech, AI and nanotech, originally from Australia

### Azerbaijan

- **Fikirium** (n/a): Place for professionals from Azerbaijan and Turkey

### Belarus

- **Dev.by** (952) Belarusian developers bloc
Belgium

- TechBelgium (1061): Belgian community of tech-minded people
- WordPress Belgium (276): WordPress community of people based in Belgium

Brazil

- Android Dev BR (2900): Slack group of android developers from Brazil
- Brasil .NET (2270): Brazilian community with discussions on C#, ASP.NET, Azure, UWP, Xamarin, C++, Cordova, WCF, and Windows Phone
- iTerior (268): iTerior Conference Slack discussions
- Java Dev BR (254): Brazilian team of developers into Java

Canada

- Vancouver Developers (1600): Vancouver based developers community
- Toronto JS (900): Place where Canadian JavaScript people hang out
- Startup604 (512): Another community for Startups and Entrepreneurs in Vancouver
- Vancouver VR Community (306): VR people in Vancouver
- Ottawa Startups (129): Slack group of local startups from Ottawa
- Drupal Montréal (39): Drupal-related community
- #Startup6ix (n/a): A Slack community for entrepreneurs, designers, developers, and makers in the Toronto-Waterloo corridor

Caribbean

- Caribbean Hub (170): Entrepreneurs and professionals from the tech and startup industry in Caribbean

Chile

- DevsChile (322): Place where Chile developers, designers and entrepreneurs communicate online
- #Chile (n/a): Another Slack team of Chile based developers

China

- g0v (2690): Slack community of Knight Foundation project which funds different news content projects
• **Hudoit** (62): China hub about Processing, VVVV, Touch Designer, Quartz Composer, MAX/MSP, Pure Data, OpenFrameworks, Cinder, Unity3d, WebGL, VJ, Arduino, etc.

Croatia

• **Programiraj za Hrvatsku (Code for Croatia)** (84): Tech community of like-minded people from Croatia

Denmark

• **Devdk** (872): Danish tech scene (Dansk digital community)
• **DesignDK** (650): Community of Danish designers
• **AngularJS CPH** (148): AngularJS developers from the area of Copenhagen
• **Danish Duolingo** (148): Danish language study group
• **UX Denmark** (131): Denmark based community with a focus on UX

El Salvador

• **Developers SV** (56): Group of program, system and application developers from Desarrolladores de El Salvador

France

• **CryptoFR** (1400): French speaking Crypto community
• **Communautés Toulouse** (762): Place for conversation between Toulouse IT specialists
• **LyonTechHub** (716): Discussions on meetups, events and professional advice within Lyon Tech Hub
• **French Designers Club** (504): Place to discuss trends of industry, get feedback and look for collaborations
• **Communautés Montpellier** (168): Local tech community of Montpellier, France
• **DevTours** (153): Local developers from Tours, France
• **Kreative France** (132): French group of designers, developers and startup founders
• **CommunauteAutodesk** (109): French-speaking group of Autodesk supporters group
• **Les Licorniens** (10): French chat for copywriters and journalists from the fields of high tech and startups
• **FrenchStartupsIO** (n/a): French entrepreneurs community. Paid access - €20 one time entry fee

Germany

• **Startup Berlin** (2300): Startups and entrepreneurs based in Berlin
• **SwiftDE** (687): Swift focused discussions in German
- **Web-hh** (430): Developers and designers from Hamburg, Germany talking about UI/UX
- **BerlinJS** (423): German JS and related topics community
- **Webdevs.xyz** (420): Talks around web development in German
- **Berlin Techs** (402): Tech people living and working in the Berlin area
- **Frankfurt Developers** (360): Hackers, engineers and developers from Frankfurt
- **Netz.design** (125): Design-related community in German
- **Slack lernen** (70): German speaking community focused on Slack messenger
- **Munich IT Meetups** (32): Munich startup community to stay in touch
- **TechMunich** (n/a): Place for tech people from the Munich area

**Greece**

- **Greek Designers** (n/a): Place where Greek designers hang out

**Hong Kong**

- **Codeaholics** (512): Community of coders based in Hong Kong

**Iceland**

- **Forritarar** (374): Educational community for coders in Icelandic

**India**

- **Build in Bombay** (665): Indian startups and tech scene on Slack
- **NewSpace India** (196): Curated online publication of articles on space activities by India
- **Deep Learning Bangalore** (n/a): Deep Learning Bangalore community
- **IoT Pune** (n/a): IoT community with series of meetups in Pune, India

**Indonesia**

- **UXID** (645): Indonesian community with a focus on UX
- **Jakarta JS** (513): Jakarta JS user group on Slack
- **Tanyadev** (260): Indonesian Slack chat for developers

**Ireland**

Standuply.com - automated daily standup meetings in Slack
• **Irish Tech Community** (1679): Slack channel for people interested in, or working in the Irish tech industry
• **Northern Ireland Tech & Design** (745): Tech heads and designers from Northern Ireland
• **Farset Labs** (81): Community of one coworking based in Belfast (Northern Ireland)
• **Ireland StartUPs** (n/a): All Irish startups related things

**Italy**

• **Italia JS** (727): Place where Italian JS experts stay connected
• **BolognaJS** (95): JS club in Bologna
• **JUG Bologna** (32): Java user group from Bologna
• **ItaliaTechScene** (9): Italian tech people hangout on Slack
• **SmartBusinessPlanet** (9): Italian speaking community around website for small and medium sized businesses - Smartplanet.biz

**Japan**

• **Mohikan** (6244): Japanese Slack chat focused on tech topics with numerous audience
• **Product Managers Japan (PMJP)** (1245): Japanese community of product managers
• **Unity in Japanese** (886): Group of game development platform Unity in Japanese
• **PHPユーザーズ (日本語)** (572): PHP users
• **Android JP** (532): Japanese Android squad
• **SecurityTesting** (450): Security testers from Japan
• **Tokyo R** (390): Japanese chat about R language
• **PostgreSQL** (387): Japanese users of PostgreSQL
• **Kotlin Japan** (384): Group about Kotlin programming language
• **SwiftJP** (342): Swift programming language community
• **ZDN** (330): All inclusive Japanese community with channels on completely different topics from food to programming
• **Selenium JP** (302): Group of testers who use Selenium
• **DDD JP** (215): Domain-Driven Design specialists
• **リモートワーカ (Remote workers)** (201): Freelance community focused on remote working
• **Arch Linux JP** (173): Discussions on Linux distribution
• **HCD JP** (170): Human-Centred Design specialists
• **Kyoto JS** (91): Kyoto based JavaScript lovers group
• **Parametric Design with Grasshopper** (72): Technical questions and information for Grasshopper (Virtual Phone System, VoIP, SIP etc.)
• **ゲーム開発環境勉強会** (60): Game development environment study group based in Japan

**Kazakhstan**

• **Frontend Kazakhstan** (186): Community of frontend guys based in Kazakhstan
Latin America

- #700 (1600): Startups and Developers group of Latin Americans
- Noders (738): Community of Latin American NodeJS professionals
- DevOps LatAm (91): Chat for all developers from Latin America no matter where they based
- Hacker Talk (n/a): Local Latin America hackers talk

Mexico

- Coders Mexico (950): Mexican coders community on Slack
- JavascriptMX (534): JavaScript meetups in Mexico
- GDLJS (390): JavaScript conference in Spanish

Netherlands

- Barburas (n/a): Slack chat of Cyber Security company from Netherlands

New Zealand

- JavaScript New Zealand (708): New Zealand community focused on JavaScript
- Ruby NZ Members Slack (477): Place to talk about Ruby with programmers from New Zealand

Nigeria

- CoLab (44): Nigerian hub and coworking for startups, innovators, creatives and entrepreneurs on Slack

Pakistan

- TechInside (133): Slack group of tech and marketing experts from Pakistan

Poland

- Devs PL (2647): Community of Polish programmers
- Unconfers (23): Unconf 2017 conference Slack team
Puerto Rico

- Programadores de Puerto Rico (156): Programmers community of locals from Puerto Rico

Russia

- Hexlet (RU) (7200): Community focused on programming courses in Russian
- Hangops (3600): Russian DevOps engineers
- Web Standards (3100): Conference Web Standards Days in Russian
- Cocoa Developers Club (2807): Open chat for API and programming environment for iOS and Mac OS X
- How Games Are Made (2200): GameDev bloc in Russian
- RussianDevs (1700): Russian–speaking developers community
- Python.ru (1500): Python developers and Moscow Python meetups
- SPB Frontend (922): Saint Petersburg frontend community
- All That JS (520): JavaScript chat
- Ufacode.ru (176): Group of local coders from Ufa City
- Asterisk (161): Community of IP telephony experts
- Traktorist (118): Place to meet with other traktorists, stay updated on the news and be able to reach out to all of them
- Tomsk JS (111): JS community of Siberian City Tomsk, in Russian. We love Tomsk!
- 4gophers (n/a): Russian speaking community of Golang
- Creative Russia (n/a): One of the largest chats for design, media, technologies in Russian. Paid access - 300 RUR one time entry fee
- Security (n/a): Place for specialists in the field of business security

Scotland

- Scotland PHP (207): PHP-chat of folks from Scotland

Serbia

- JSBelgrade (668): Serbian speaking JavaScript Community

Slovenia

- Ljubljana Tech Community (262): Tech group of people from Ljubljana and wider Slovenia
- Slovenia Ruby User Group (102): Ruby developers from Slovenia tech talks
South Korea

- **Code for Seoul** (351): Slack channel of web development in South Korea
- **Design-kr** (n/a): Place where designers from all over South Korea stay connected

Spain

- **BcnEng** (840): Place for the best engineers and tech people from Barcelona
- **Startup Barcelona** (734): Local startups community from Spain
- **CatalanTechCat** (n/a): Catalan debate group for startups, entrepreneurship, development and job offers
- **Madrid Startup** (n/a): Madrid startup ecosystem

Sweden

- **Swedish** (312): Slack chat for learning Swedish language
- **Stockholm Fintech Hub** (85): Dedicated physical space for communication, collaboration, and cooperation of Fintech community
- **Growhacker Stockholm** (13): Group of growthhackers and marketing experts from Sweden

Switzerland

- **WebZuerich** (270): Community of JS and web folks in Zurich
- **#Swissstarup** (106): Startup community from Switzerland

Taiwan

- **#ExploreTaiwan** (57): Travellers community of ExploreTaiwan.Asia website

Thailand

- **Chiang Mai** (416): Startups scene for locals in Chiang Mai City

Turkey

- **GDG Istanbul** (870): Istanbul Google developer Slack group
- **Ruby Türkiye** (147): Turkish community of Ruby programmers
- **Açık kaynak** (100): Turkish community of all kind programmers
UAE

- Startup UAE (n/a): MENA area startup community

Ukraine

- Ukrops.club (489): Ukraine DevOps

United Kingdom

- Webperformance (570): London frontend scene
- Frontend London (543): Another frontend community in United Kingdom
- Magic City Tech (348): Birmingham area professionals involved in technology
- MicroBurn (189): A not-for-profit community bringing more events to the North of the UK which are inspired by the principles of Burning Man Festival
- PHPem (175): East Midlands PHP community
- Open Data Wales (155): Group of professional analytics from Wales
- Leicester Startups (138): Local startup founders from Leicester
- BGC Unity Group (84): Unity 3D meetup run by Brighton Games Collective and hosted at the Skiff
- Public sector Wales / Sector cyhoeddus Cymru (45): Place for people working in public sector organisations or individuals and companies working with public sector organisation
- Tech London (n/a): Chat of entrepreneurs, startups, investors, design agencies, internet marketers and freelancers in London. Paid access - £1 entry fee
- UK Research Software Engineer Association (n/a): Community of RSEs who combine an intricate understanding of research (most hold a PhD) with expertise in programming and software engineering

USA

- NYCTech (5200): New York City tech talks
- TECH404 (4900): Atlanta area group for all professionals involved in technology
- DCTech (3100): Tech talks for Washington, DC about different frameworks and programming languages
- Chicago Tech (3030): Chicago tech gang
- PDX Startups (2900): Portland Slack instance that helps startup community stay connected
- NashDev (2800): Place for developers based in Nashville to keep in touch
- Phillydev (2708): Philadelphia developers community
- Denver Devs (2386): Community of developers from Denver area
- Software Craftsmanship (2094): The software craftsmanship movement Los Angeles squad
- DFWStartupCommunity (1248): Dallas-Fort Worth startup scene
- NewTech Colorado (1200): Community of technologists based in Colorado
- Louisville.IO (1126): Tech meetups in Louisville, Kentucky

Standuply.com - automated daily standup meetings in Slack
● Charleston Tech Slack (1125): Charleston local tech community on Slack
● Seattle Tech Community (1036): Slack chat of Seattle Tech community
● NYC Devs (988): Community of developers based from New York City
● Suncoast Developers Guild (901): Collective of software engineers and programmers in the Tampa Bay Area
● Philadelphia Startup Leaders (830): Place where Philly startups and entrepreneurs connects
● Mid West Dev Chat (812): US Middle West IT-community on Slack
● Js.la (804): Slack channel announcing Los Angeles JavaScript community meetups
● Techlahoma (770): Oklahoma tech scene
● KnoxDevs (703): Knoxville area software development community
● Open Austin (677): Austin volunteer citizen brigade advocating for open government, open data, and civic application
● Tech256 (665): Tech community of locals from North Alabama
● Startup Iowa Chat (625): Startup community for local founders from Iowa
● BetaNYC (621): Civic organization dedicated to improving lives in New York through civic design, technology, and data
● PIGSquad (570): Portland indie game squad
● Boston DevOps (560): Group of web and software developers in the Boston area
● Seattle Hacks (447): Technical folks from Seattle
● HackGreenville (442): Hackers, makers, developers, designers from Greenville and surrounding Upstate South Carolina
● #Memtech (407): Chat for group of people in Memphis with a diverse interest in Technology
● Baltimore Tech (387): Tech scene of the Baltimore, MD
● The Parkland (335): Startup community in Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill and surrounding region (The Triangle, NC)
● Hack Upstate (292): Hackers from Upstate New York regions - Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany and more
● PDX Digital PM (289): Portland’s community for project managers
● DevOps MSP (278): Chat of DevOps practitioners from Minneapolis/St. Paul area
● Detroit Software (270): Detroit software peeps
● GNV Connect (270): Gainesville techies
● Phoenix Makers (264): Group of makers in the Phoenix Metro area dedicated to cooperation & creativity
● SA Tech Bloc (257): San Antonio Tech Bloc
● Mid West Design Chat (250): Middle West designers
● Silicon Prairie Tech (249): Group of chat channels for prairie-based developers, designers, marketers, and other professionals
● Rocktown Tech (237): Harrisonburg VA and the Shenandoah valley
● WPNashville (231): WordPress designers, developers, and content creators
● MSPTech (229): Tech community of Minneapolis and St.Paul, Minnesota
● Tech Community of New Mexico (202): New Mexican technologists of all stripes
● Girl Develop It Boulder/Denver (180): Group of female developers from Boulder and Denver
● Hack Night SLC (163): Channel of free monthly meet-up in Salt Lake City for coders, business people, designers, and anyone interested in tech
● UX Baltimore (BUX) (107): UX folks from Baltimore
● Minnesota PHP User Group (101): Minnesota people to network, share knowledge, and learn about PHP
● Filipinos Forward (74): Community of like-minded, motivated and inspired Filipino-Americans
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● **Nashville Product** (70): Local product professionals
● **Bootcampers Collective** (62): Coders who got their start in tech bootcamps in the Denver and Boulder
● **Rubyftw** (29): Ruby enthusiasts of Fort Worth, Texas
● **The Longmont Observer** (12): Nonprofit news and media organization with local news, information, and analysis within Longmont
● **Pints & Pixels** (10): Austin's group for technology executives, product experts, developers, designers, marketers and strategist
● **Tech In Monroe** (10): Place for people who love tech in the Monroe Michigan area
● **Pioneer Valley** (7): Small Pioneer Valley tech scene
● **Fort Worth Data Science** (5): Data science, machine learning, robotics, big data, artificial intelligence discussions in Fort Worth, Texas
● **Los Angeles Photo Community** (5): Micro-community of photography lovers from Los Angeles
● **ATX Chat** (n/a): Local community of Austin
● **Baton Rouge Slack** (n/a): Baton Rouge area developers, designers, marketers, business people, hobbyists, students, and other professionals
● **Israeli Startups NYC** (n/a): Startups from Israel in New York City
● **Madison Startups** (n/a): Local startup community of Madison
● **OrlandoDevs** (n/a): Developers from Orlando area
● **SoftwareGR Alliance** (n/a): Non-profit association supporting the software design and development community in West Michigan
● **UnityDevs** (n/a): Place where Unity developers gather to recount their adventures in the wild
● **Utah Games Guild** (n/a): Channel for the Utah Games Guild indie community
● **WeAreLATech** (n/a): Private community of Los Angeles tech influencers. Paid access - $99 one time entry fee

Uzbekistan

● **Tashkent Developers** (92): Community of Uzbekistan developer folks

Vietnam

● **Vietnam Developers** (195): Group of Vietnamese developers

7. Miscellaneous

Art

● **Generative art** (533): Community all about generative art with 28 public chats
● **Safelight** (136): Slack chat for photographers to discuss their common passion
● **Havant Dynamo Youth Theatre** (30): Group of performance-based theatre providing drama, music and dance experience for young people
Photographers (n/a): A curated community of photographers to share and meet great people who also enjoy photography

Aviation

- Stratux ADS-B (1042): Aviation weather and traffic receiver based on RTL-SDR
- #Ppaviators (n/a): A community for Private & Pro Aviators to discuss and advance aviation across the world

Education

- We Learn JS (2025): Group for people, who are willing to learn JavaScript
- V.CO Public Slack (723): Online startup University for student founders
- Learnncoding (560): Right place to learn to code, get feedback or get tips and professional advices
- Level Up Tutorials (376): Online education for beginners, intermediate and expert web professionals
- Play Well (330): Game development and design courses community
- Selflearners (298): Self-directed learners, newbie software developers, computer scientists and entrepreneurs
- VA ACM (147): ACM student members involved in the local tech community
- Flipped Learning (137): Community of Flipped learning (pedagogical approach) supporters
- SDIN (120): European training network for early stage researchers (ESRs)
- #Teachers (114): Discussions of teachers around the world
- English-Russian language exchange group (20): Community for learning both English and Russian languages
- Beyond English (9): Group for people interested in IELTS, business English, entrepreneurship and sharing skills
- Applitude (n/a): Student community for everyone interested in app development
- Future of Learning (n/a): Forum about future of learning, new school, life schools, lifelong learning, and alternative education
- Pencil To Pixel (n/a): Online course from The Pencil To Pixel Studio on lettering: tips, case studies, and tutorials. Paid access - $30.00/months
- SlackEDU (n/a): Group of educators using Slack

Food

- Talk Coffee (1300): Discuss everything about coffee: beans, different ways of roasting, making technologies etc.
- Open Food Facts (957): Collection of information and data on food products from around the world
- OpenFarm (270): Free and open database for farming and gardening knowledge
- Homebrewchat (230): Place where home brew lovers can talk about their passion
- Food Bloggers Community (109): Food Bloggers Community and all the things tasty
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● **We The Kitchen** (95): Slack community for chefs and bakers of all skill levels to improve in the kitchen
● **Beer** (58): All the things beer. Brewing, trading, beer pictures, beer reviews, beer etc
● **TheLocal** (49): Community of homebrewers - beer, wine and mead aficionados
● **Food Industry Executive** (22): FPSA Young Professionals Channel about career development, networking and educational opportunities of food processing suppliers
● **Food Fam** (n/a): Place for food influencers to cross-promote, collaborate on projects, and learn from one another

Freelancers

● **Digital Nomads** (1348): A free Slack hangout for digital nomads working on a startup
● **Coinality** (465): Hangout for business and freelancers who want to work for bitcoin digital currencies
● **Remote Work** (452): Place for conversation between freelancers and remote workers
● **Work From Home** (143): Community unites freelancers and those who work with them
● **Virtual Assistant Chat** (117): Community for Virtual Assistants who communicate and collaborate with each others
● **Nomads Talk** (38): Slack forum of Nomadstalk.com supporters
● **Indie Localization Slack Community** (28): Indie team of localizers, developers, testers, and SEOs
● **Freelancers, Creatives, Do-ers** (6): Community of freelancers, creatives, and do-ers having chats on industry trends
● **#OnlineCareer (Online Careerist)** (n/a): Place to chat about remote worker life, clients, and things office workers don't understand
● **Freelance Chat** (n/a): Community to share experience with other freelancers and even get a job. Paid access - $25 one time entry fee
● **Nomad List** (n/a): Social network for digital nomads. Paid access - $30/month
● **RemotelyOne** (n/a): Teleworking and coworking enthusiasts group
● **RemoteTogether** (n/a): Community that unites people from all over the globe who works remotely
● **Word Out** (n/a): Freelancers and content marketing community
● **Workfrom** (n/a): Slack with remote workers, freelancers, entrepreneurs and distributed companies all over the world. Paid access - $5/month
● **Remotive.io** (n/a): Support, sharing remote jobs and collection of productivity tips for freelancers. Paid access - $5/month

Health

● **We Fast** (1951): Intermittent fasting club -place to get real time tips, advice, and camaraderie from experienced members
● **Redox** (928): Community of digital health application developers
● **Digital Health Group** (131): Everything about modern medicine and different technologies relevant
● **Chat by Mediversity** (n/a): Medical online consulting place where doctors answers any questions relevant to personal health. Paid access - $20.00 one time entry fee
● **Seedhealth** (n/a): Fertility health talks for all genders and sexual orientation
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HR

- **Recruiting Innovators HQ** (549): Open recruiting community which brings together HR, sourcing, employer branding, and recruiting leaders
- **SheNomads** (366): Group of people in tech who want to travel while working remotely
- **Jaguar28** (180): Slack group of recruiting agency
- **HRtoHR** (53): Realtime, HR centric community to help people network and grow by learning from each other
- **Techrecruiter** (5): Another technical recruiters Slack team
- **RecruiterSlack** (4): Tech recruiters community for collaborating and sharing of tips, strategies, and candidates
- **Career Coaching** (4): Place to seek for career guidance, resume advice, and interview coaching
- **#Peoples** (n/a): Community of operational people, HR people and psychologists
- **Corporate Recruiter Slack** (n/a): Slack for corporate recruiters
- **Mysalespitchrocks** (n/a): Sales professionals, recruiters and hiring managers Slack group

Medicine

- **ISMRM 2017** (1603): Slack chat of annual meeting and exhibition of International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
- **Open Source Imaging** (28): Medical discussions on Magnetic Resonance Imaging devices (MRI)
- **Ottoley Online** (5): Community of medical professionals based in United Kingdom and Ireland
- **Happy Docs** (n/a): Community of medical professionals around SwiftWire, a custom EMR automation solution

Movies

- **Cinereelists** (324): Chat for movie geeks who discuss streaming, torrents etc.
- **Star Wars Chat** (146): May the Force be with those guys. Star Wars fans community

Music

- **Radiant Music** (1945): Community for musicians and music lovers to discuss different music styles and share favourites
- **Rdio Lovers** (666): Former Rdio (Pandora Radio) users, past Rdio employees, third-party app developers, and music enthusiasts
- **Music Production** (423): Chat to discuss everything about music production
- **Beats1** (185): Fans of Apple Music and Beats1 Radio
- **PRO Club** (106): Social club of musicians, producers and DJs focused on electronic music
- **Voltra** (85): Community of Voltra - digital music player and shop
- **r/kpop** (43): Slack chat for Korean music lovers
- **Office Rave** (15): Chat live about TechHouse, DeepHouse, Techno sets, and DJ's
- **#Music** (n/a): Slack group of professional musicians with music discussions. Paid access - $4.99 Lifetime access
- **Pet Fox Studios** (n/a): Slack team of recording studio in Morris, Minnesota
- **The Music Tech Network** (n/a): A global community at the intersection of music and technology

**Non-profit**

- **Coders For Sanders** (2010): Collective of developers, designers, and creatives working to elect Bernie Sanders for President
- **Code for San Francisco** (sfbrigade) (1805): A volunteer civic technology group
- **Codebar** (970): Members of non-profit initiative that facilitates the growth of a diverse tech community by running regular programming workshops
- **Our Revolution Local Organizing** (942): Bernie Sanders’ movement focused on the idea to bring democracy for the working people
- **Strong Towns** (900): Non-profit American city initiative on Slack
- **Code for DC** (765): A brigade of Code for America working to create low-risk settings for innovation between citizens and government
- **Creative Commons** (604): Chat of American non-profit organization Creative Commons
- **Yunity** (510): Slack chat of Yunity supporters who believes that we can make this world better and the key is unconditional sharing
- **Code Corps** (351): Community of socially responsible coders who work on ecological and social problems and projects
- **Software Carpentry** (291): Slack channel of volunteer non-profit organization dedicated to teaching basic computing skills to researchers
- **Crowdcrafting** (55): Community of volunteers from Crowdcrafting.org
- **Progressive Network** (20): Progressive Network supporters focused on peace, unity and fighting against our corrupt media
- **Corise** (n/a): Collaboration community to combat climate change
- **Digital Charities** (n/a): Community of programmers, designers and copywriters who help different non-profit organizations
- **Nonprofit Roundtable** (n/a): Roundtable for nonprofit leaders, supporters and influencers
- **OuiShare** (n/a): Group of guys who question and experiment with social models based on collaboration, openness and fairness
- **GSA TTS** (18F) (n/a): Community of coders who cooperates with federal agencies to successfully deliver efficient and easy-to-use digital services

**Podcasting**

- **ME Community** (3600): Community of podcast services on Slack
- **Charged** (561): Weekly podcast and newsletter dedicated to technologies
- **The Spoken Word** (509): Audiobook and podcast enthusiasts, fans and creators
- **S-Town Podcast** (99): Podcast series and their fans
- **Podcasting Pro** (11): Group for professional podcasters
- **SuperHeroSpeak** (11): Weekly audio podcast that feels like the conversations you have at your local comic book store
- **#Podcasters** (n/a): Place for everything about podcasting and podcasters

### Products & Companies

- **SparkPost** (4203): Email delivery services
- **EMC (code) Community** (3077): EMC program focused on DevOps, open source and open communities
- **Nylas** (3000): Open source desktop email client
- **Postman** (2950): API development tool
- **Mautic** (2785): Marketing automation software
- **FeathersJS** (1460): Open source REST and realtime API layer for modern applications
- **Clearbit** (1382): Business Intelligence APIs
- **Grafana Labs** (1099): Open platform for analytics and monitoring
- **Buildkite Chat** (782): Software development automation tool
- **Qlik Branch** (763): BI visualization
- **Landing Jobs** (752): Chat around Landing.jobs
- **Imgix** (629): Real-time image processing and image CDN
- **Ez Community** (600): Open content management system
- **VSCodeVim** (556): Visual Studio Code extension that enables Vim keybindings
- **Boagworld** (532): UX consulting company
- **Akeneo PIM User Group** (428): Product information manager based on Symfony2 and OroPlatform
- **Clientexec** (339): Client management, support and billing system for web hosting companies
- **Intelsdi-x** (267): Open telemetry framework
- **Layer** (261): Customer convo platform
- **PureVIDZ** (239): Decentralized streaming web torrents
- **LogDNA** (215): Cloud logging platform
- **KubOS Community** (194): KubOS online community for any open source, space-based projects
- **Go Swagger** (183): Framework for RESTful API specification
- **Kalabox** (175): Local development for Drupal, WordPress, and beyond
- **HyperTrack** (170): Live location tracker APIs and SDK
- **Bikalims** (134): Open source web-based laboratory information management system
- **Nukern** (134): Billing software in the cloud, specialized for web hosting companies
- **MathQuill** (118): Open source formula editor for the Web group
- **YesGraph Community** (114): User invite flow solution
- **Everobotics** (82): Affordable software for sneakerheads and resellers
- **Koding-dev** (80): Community focused on development tools
- **Pinpoint HQ** (62): Discussions on analytics for technology and software engineering teams
- **Banana** (34): Mobile video app society. Place to meet with other Banana users, chat about filters, share feedback
- **Parabol Developer Community** (26): Real-time prioritization dashboard
- **ModeratorWes** (20): Certified Zendesk (help-desk solution) community
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- **DGA Auto** (10): Dealer's Greatest Assets chat
- **Namwil** (6): A specialized design and marketing lab and its supporters
- **Bosun** (n/a): Open-source, MIT licensed, monitoring and alerting system by Stack Exchange
- **CtrlAlt** (n/a): Company producing custom keyboards & desk accessories
- **General Provision** (n/a): Coworking space of General Provision
- **Hubspot on Slack** (n/a): Hubspot chat on Slack
- **Pinegrow Web Editor** (n/a): Desktop app for responsive websites
- **Social Lens** (n/a): Slack-based chat of consulting agency HERE/FORTH. Paid access - $50/month
- **Stamplay Knowledge Base** (n/a): Community for Stamplay developers
- **Cordcutters** (n/a): Community of consumers, budgeters and DIY guys who wants to save time and money while controlling the content they watch. Paid access - $19.99 one time entry fee

**Psychology**

- **Psychedelic Chat** (2206): psychedelic researchers, therapists, experienced psychonauts
- **MBTV** (650): Life-coaching platform
- **Lonely Internet People** (190): Slack chat for lonely people who use the internet
- **Menprovement** (116): Community for men who want to become the most authentic, best and most attractive version of themselves
- **Introverts** (75): Slack chat specifically for introverts and their needs
- **PsychologyTech** (23): Discussions on the point where psychology meets tech

**Real Estate**

- **Travellers Chat (AirBNB Hosts)** (821): Chat with other AirBNB hosts from all over the world
- **Real Estate Growth Hackers** (191): Real Estate Marketing Community to discuss leads, conversions, closing and growth hacks
- **Real Estate Technology** (15): Place to discuss any type of technology for the real estate industry or that affects the industry

**Religion**

- **Kingdom Builders** (1100): Place for followers of Christ from modern technology fields together
- **Tech Reformation** (368): Where the world of technology meets the worldview of Christianity
- **GAIN** (190): Place where adventists come together, learn, network, share and gain inspiration
- **Men 4 Christ** (n/a): Christian Slack group
- **Red Hills Church** (n/a): Group of Red Hills Church, US
Science

- **AnthroHangout** (375): Community of anthropologists, anthropology students, and anthropology enthusiasts
- **QIIME 2** (59): Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology
- **Biohackers** (38): Bio hackers, DIY bio and bio tech
- **BioBreaks** (n/a): Biotech industry community for connecting with all things biotech
- **Ethnography Hangout** (n/a): Place for people who have a little to a lot of experience with ethnography
- **Synthetic Biology (Synbio.info)** (n/a): Slack group about synthetic biology with separate chat rooms for different topics

Social

- **Social Entrepreneurs** (470): Community for social entrepreneurs from all over the globe
- **Remain Standing** (91): Slack chat for people who say NO! to Brexit
- **Data Look (#openimpact)** (n/a): Group of people who solve social problems with data and code
- **Ageism in Tech** (n/a): Place to vent, discuss and plan efforts to overcome ageism in the Tech industry

Sport

- **SportsBiz** (891): Slack channel which serves the sports business community to help them share and collaborate
- **Hikers & Backpackers** (514): Hikers and backpackers community with tips and tricks
- **UTR Community** (161): Universal Tennis Rating community
- **Contortion** (149): Community of flexibility and contortion enthusiasts who share tips and practices
- **DFW Golf** (48): Dallas-Fort Worth golfers group
- **WOD Mates** (31): Community of CrossFit members, athletes, owners and coaches from around the world
- **#Officeathletes** (n/a): Chat to get an advice on how to stay healthy and do sports while spending most of the time in the office. Paid access $5.00/month
- **AyoBeast** (n/a): Place to discuss optimizing of human movement, maximizing of athletic performance, resolving injuries, accelerating recovery, etc.
- **GoPro Heroes** (n/a): Group of extreme sports fans and their GoPro cams
- **Starters** (n/a): Sport-tech community

Travelling

- **TravelToday** (47): Chat live with fellow travellers
- **You Me Travel Co** (16): Place for travellers to exchange visiting tips for cities all over the world
• **Travel Influencers** (n/a): Place to e-meet travel bloggers, photographers and freelancers
• **Travel Talk** (n/a): Talks of professional travel bloggers and enthusiasts

**Vaping**

• **Vapor Hangout** (n/a): Vapor community where like-minded people share tips and tricks about their passion.
• **What's Your Vape** (n/a): Another community for vapers to discuss vaping with other vapers

**Video**

• **#Livestreaming** (1207): Place where live-streaming professionals and developers share expertise and feedback
• **Video-dev** (389): Open-source software for video engineers, by video engineers
• **#Creators** (90): Online video creators place to find collaborators, showcase your work, and discuss strategy
• **Intel VAAP** (51): Place to meet with other VAAP developers, be updated on the newest releases and to reach out to core team
• **Wistia** (n/a): Video platform community to get feedback from each other, and build stronger relationships in real-time

**Women**

• **Women in Technology** (n/a): Space for women who work in technology
• **PyLadies** (431): Python open-source community for ladies
• **LemonAid** (321): Community of strong, powerful women
• **Women in Tech** (115): Technological all female Slack community
• **WomenGetIT** (71): Tribe for women in tech on Slack
• **#FemaleFounders** (n/a): Everything about startups founded by female founders. Paid access - $30 one time entry fee
• **#Lounge** (n/a): Completely anonymous, women's-only fitness community. Paid access - $6.99/month
• **#Womentravelers** (n/a): Community where women travellers can provide advice, chat about traveling and places, and seek support from other female travellers
• **Wilderness Women** (n/a): Ladies who travel spot to talk about trips, gear, inspiration and to cheer each other on
• **Women in Sales** (n/a): Chat for women working in sales roles who want to connect and learn from each other

**Writing**

• **Grasswire Newsroom** (1486): Community of people who care about honest news
• **WriterHangout** (513): Place for writers from around the world to discuss, review, critique, inspire, learn, grow, and connect
• **Quill** (89): Open source literacy tool for students to master creative writing
• **Join The Saga** (46): Chat around a collaborative storytelling saga

**Events**

• **Friends of HasGeek** (1386): Discussion spaces for geeks and events to meet like-minded people
• **Codemash** (960): Discussions on event for Java, .NET, Ruby, Python and PHP developers
• **Festivals** (514): Channel listing numerous festivals and events
• **Decentralized Web Summit** (288): Slack group of Decentralized Web Summit and related services
• **Babes In Business** (193): Space to network outside of Babes In Business meetups
• **AWS Chatbot** (186): AWS chatbot challenge
• **Hack4Sac** (137): Technology event for Sacramento County
• **SatRdays** (87): SQLSaturday-inspired, community-led, one-day, regional and very affordable conferences around the world discussed on Slack
• **WWDC 2017** (73): The Apple Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC)
• **#Events** (16): Place for people to discover amazing events to attend
• **AMSxTech** (n/a): AMSxTech is a non-profit grassroots community that focuses on connecting tech professionals in Amsterdam

**Other**

• **Reddit Entrepreneur** (1879): Slack community of people from subReddit /Entrepreneur
• **ResponsiveOrg** (1513): Group of enthusiasts who supports development of responsive organizations
• **SlackDads** (918): Discussion group for dads and soon-to-be dads
• **Blacks In Technology** (839): Slack group for African American tech professionals
• **CannaSlack** (521): Chat live on cannabis industry news and highlights
• **OpenCollective** (379): Open source projects to create open collectives to share their expenses and let their community chip in
• **Hack Productivity** (266): Slack group with productivity tips and tricks
• **Productivity Hackers** (218): Place to learn how to improve personal productivity
• **STEM Tumblr** (191): Place to hang out with nerd-minded people on Tumblr
• **The Open Mic Community** (83): Slack community for translators
• **The Prepper Times Slack Community** (78): Global club for chatting about prepping, survivance and SHTF
• **Indiedevhour** (50): Community of Indie game developers and hobbyists
• **Logistics & Transportation** (25): Discussions on transportation, logistics and stuff relevant
• **Green Building** (n/a): Green building enthusiasts community on Slack
• **IFGaming** (n/a): Team to promote your entertainment/social media
• **Intrapreneurs** (n/a): Slack chat for entrepreneurs who are constantly looking for new tools and ideas for business development
- Liberty Convention (n/a): American political initiative group on Slack
- Sci-Fi and Fantasy (n/a): Folks who like Sci-Fi and Fantasy of all types and mediums
- Slack Docker (n/a): Chat for docks and maritime workers
- YTubers (n/a): Place where YouTubers gang hangs out
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